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Another Way — Dara L.

“At a certain
point, I recognized I was trying
to control my
Caption
eatingdescribing
and my
picture or graphic.
body, so I gave
up, surrendered
to a Power outside myself, and
enlisted the help
of those around
me.”

miles a day, five days a
week and was underWhen my sponsor sugeating. I called in my
gested I write an article
food to a sponsor, but
for Lifeline, I was resince I wasn’t purging,
sistant and felt a surge
we both thought I was
of rage toward the prodoing great. I didn’t
gram because, to be
have weight to lose,
honest, my experiences
but I lost a lot of
in OA have not been
perfect. For years I used weight and became
OA to reinforce my eating even crazier in OA.
disorder. I am an anorexI became obsessed
ic, bulimic, compulsive
with my eating, my
over-exerciser, and a
compulsive overeater, and I’ve been
in OA for five years.
When I first entered
the rooms, I’d already been in and
out of treatment facilities. I was also
hopeless and resigned to dying on the
bathroom floor after a
purge. My bulimia was
aggressive, up to twelve
episodes and three hundred dollars per day, so
my whole life was spent
eating and vomiting.
When I started going to
OA meetings and working with a sponsor,
something shifted. I
asked my Higher Power
for relief from bulimia,
and for a long time I
stopped purging. But my
disease morphed into
anorexia and compulsive
over-exercising. I ran 6

body, and the number
on the scale. I thought
weighing and measuring and no flour and no
sugar was the only
way, and I held myself
up as a recovering
person when in fact I
was emotionally overwrought and spiritually
bankrupt.
At a certain point, I
recognized I was trying
to control my eating
and my body, so I gave
up, surrendered to a
Power outside myself,
and enlisted the help

of those around me. I
decided my abstinence is
about conscious surrender, so I make no rules
about my food. Instead, I
trust my partner, who
prepares my meals and
tells me what to eat. I
don’t restrict, binge,
purge, or over-exercise.
My plan of eating looks
different than most, because I am not in charge.
I eat every food in moderation, with guidance
and support. I eat three
meals and one snack per
day. Today I eat to live.
OA has offered me a
bridge back to life, but I
sometimes feel different
when I hear people share
about what they can’t
eat or how they weigh
and measure. So I write
this for my anorexic, bulimic, and compulsively
overeating siblings so
they know there is another way….

— Edited and Reprinted

from Lifeline, September
2016, pp. 14-15

Announcements

Jan. 7
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation
Jan. 14 & Feb. 11
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
Jan. 21 , 2017
1pm to 4pm
Tools Workshop,
Church of Reconciliation
Feb. 11
Region 3 2019
Planning Meeting
@11am, Church of
Reconciliation
Feb. 25
1pm to 4pm, Unity
Day, Church of Reconciliation
March 24-26
Region 3 Assembly
& Convention, DFW:
Discipline, Faith,
Willingness, Hyatt
Regency DFW Airport
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The Swan/El Cisne

Start 2017 off Right
Join the fellowship for Putting OA Tools to Work in 2017 on Saturday, January 21 from 1pm to 4pm at
Church of Reconciliation.

START
Stop putting it
off
Try again
Accept it
requires action
Realize you are
not alone
Tell God you are
grateful for the
opportunity

Learn new ways to put the tools to work for you in the coming year and share your best tools with others. Come away with a personal plan of action! Need to practice tool of service? Call Carrie at
507-530-5115 to volunteer!
Lifeline — A Meeting on the Go
Why not start 2017 off right with a subscription to Lifeline? Give your program a boost with OA’s

international magazine. Read what OAs all over the world have to say about their experience,
strength and hope whenever you need support.
Since 1962, Lifeline has been OA’s “meeting on the go.” The magazine is a convenient size to fit in
purses, backpacks, suitcases, etc. It is also available digitally so it is a wonderful tool always at our
fingertips. In fact, check out the Lifeline website: http://www.oalifeline.org/
It is easy to order online at https://oa.org/members/lifeline-magazine/subscribe/ or use the form
below.

Words of wisdom
from Lynn G.

Newcomer’s Corner
Titanic Transformation
...I went to my first OA meeting and participated in the
readings. I felt love and acceptance from a few people.
They sold me some literature.
I went home feeling odd— a
transformation was starting to
take place. I was curious.
I started purchasing and
downloading all the OA literature I could find. I listened to

podcasts. I went to meetings,
a marathon, and an intergroup meeting. Miracles began to change my life.
...When I realized where my
negativity and resistance were
coming from, I prayed and
cried and gave it to God and
then boom, boom, boom—
three miracles came in a row:
After attending two meetings
a week for a few weeks, I
found a sponsor; I bought a

workbook and began working the
Steps; and I took an “OA spa
day” and drove through the countryside to three different meetings on a sunny day…
Then miracle number four happened. The cravings and compulsions I felt for excess food just
left me.
—Edited and Reprinted from Lifeline, August 2016
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San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
SAAI is duly registered with
the World Service Office of
Overeaters Anonymous.
Our primary purpose is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous and to serve and represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is
formed.

SAAI can be reached in the
following ways:
www.oasanantonio.com
Phone: 210.492.5400
Email:
oasanantonio@gmail.com
US mail:
SAAI
PO Box 5458
San Antonio, TX 78201

SAAI Standing Committees
SAAI has standing and special
committees to carry out its
purposes in an effective and
efficient manner.
2016-2017 Committees
Audio Library: Vacant
Archives: Barbara F.
Communication: Jody H.
Swan/El Cisne
Website
Public Information:
Professional Outreach: Mary
Rose J.

Meeting Info/Phone line:
Sharon V.
Literature: Valerie
Lifeline Rep: Lea B.
12 & 12: Ron J.
Sponsorship
IDEA Day
Unity Day
Slumber Falls
Welcome Back/Newcomer:
Karen

2016-2017 Board
Chair: Curtis M.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Jody H.
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
WSO Delegate: Mary Rose J.
Region III Representative: Noé
G.

OA and AA literature can be
ordered and picked up at Intergroup meetings.
Literature forms online

“We begin this

Place literature order at:
oasaliterature@gmail.com

For Today,

Want to receive The Swan/El
Cisne via email?
news@oasanantonio.com

Region III and World Service OA News
Region 3 Convention and Assembly planning meeting on
Saturday, Feb. 11 at 11am,
after Intergroup.
Agenda:
Elect Convention Treasurer
and Hotel Liaison
Review Region 3 critical tasks
and timeline
Select possible Spring 2019
dates

WSO News
Post public information posters
in local libraries, community
centers, and coffee shops.
Make sure your group has
enough Newcomer and Welcome Back packets.

“Carrying the message to the compulsive overeater who
still suffers is the
basic purpose of our
Fellowship... “
— Tools of Recovery

Looking for recovery while on
the road? Try one of the dozens of OA Podcasts on workshops, step study, interviews,
and literature at http://
www.oa.org/oapodcasts/

OA Online and Phone meetings:
https://www.oa.org/
membersgroups/find-aOffer to be a temporary sponsor
meeting/
for newcomers.

process with step
one: surrender. ”
January 8 .

The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church South Building,
Room 128 12615 San Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Elaine (210) 332-0551

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Karen (714) 722-1656

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

February 2017

What Abstinence Means To Me
Immediately two words
come to mind: sanity
and self-worth. I can’t
separate the two words
to give one more importance over the other.

“…abstinence
means...I have
been given sanity
and self-worth;...
Caption
describing
the opportunity
picture or graphic.
to find and work
for [them]….”

Newcomers may be puzzled by the implications
of sanity. “But I’m not
crazy, I’m just overweight,” they might say.
That was my reaction in
the beginning when I
heard of restoring one’s
sanity. Perhaps some of
you can identify with
this: never overeating in
front of normal eaters,
then going home and
devouring everything in
sight that was over
200% carbohydrate in
content; sneak eating at
home, in the dark, carefully and stealthily, so as
not to rattle paper wrappings or cupboards.
How about the ingenious
methods used all hours
of the day and night in
search of the overpowering and all-consuming
food? For example, finding different stores to go
to so as not to be recognized; then concocting
fantasies at the checkout counter to explain
phenomenal quantities
of junk food at such
strange hours!

I’m sure we all have our
little games that we can
add to those above. None
are rational or sane; they
are insanity. I will be eternally grateful for no longer having to live with such
torment as I experienced
at the thought of being
found out. With sanity I
can, with a clear mind,
make the choice to overeat or not to overeat.
The insanity of the sneak
eating—the guilts, anxieties and fears— destroyed
my self-worth. I felt I was
worse than anyone who
ever lived; my habits were
the worst, I was the most
obese and if it happened
that someone larger than
me was present, either
my fat was uglier than
hers or she was far superior to me mentally or
emotionally. It was a subtle form of egotism; everything was self, only it was
diverted and limited to
solely the negative aspects.
Even though I have always been strong-willed
and outgoing and functionally happy (laughter
and comedy are cunning
methods of self-defense),
in the end I always came
out with the short end.
My opinions seemed val-

id, but they were different than “theirs,” so naturally I was wrong and
not just wrong, but
strange. This was carried
over into the minutest
detail: “She cleans
house differently and
more often than I do!
She must be doing it
right and I must be doing
it wrong!”
I agonized over these
differences, hiding my
pain from others and
most especially from
myself, not only by consuming junk almost continuously, but also by
looking for and finding,
with amazing skill, the
flaws and foibles of
those around me. I could
then say, “Well, see
there, at least I don’t do
that.”
So abstinence means
that I have been given
sanity and self-worth. I
say “given” carefully; the
abstinence simply presents the opportunity to
find and work for both
sanity and, especially,
self worth, for the old
habits are hard to
break….
— Edited and Reprinted

from Lifeline Sampler,
pp. 163-164.

Announcements

Feb. 4
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation
Feb. 11 & Mar. 11
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
Feb. 11
Region 3 2019
Planning Meeting
@11am, Church of
Reconciliation
Feb. 25
1pm to 4pm, Unity
Day, Church of Reconciliation
March 24-26
Region 3 Assembly
& Convention, DFW:
Discipline, Faith,
Willingness, Hyatt
Regency DFW Airport
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Tools Workshop

“At Thanksgiving
when she
renewed her
commitment to
abstinence, she
began making
at least two
phone calls a
day…”

The first tool we put to use
was Meetings and we did it
by calling in to the phone
meeting. Some of us had
never done such a thing
before. But the power of the
group was
strong
enough for
us to take
our cell
phones and
follow the
guidance of
our facilitator, Carrie.

her abstinence becomes, day
by day, adding this tool to her
repertoire.
We practiced the tool of writing and some members even

how to access OA literature in PDF and e-book
formats. Some of us find
having For Today, Voices
of Recovery and other
literature on our phones
is a boost to our recovery.
While we were at our
small group tables, we
shared technology that
supports our recovery.
We don’t endorse any of
these, as that would violate Tradition Six, but
here are a few gems:

A couple of
members
shared how
using the
telephone
had strengthened their
recovery.
Though one
member had
been in recovery for several years, she
had never really used this
tool. At Thanksgiving when
she renewed her commitment to abstinence, she
began making at least two
phone calls a day, and not
repeating calls to members.
She expressed how solid





received their own journals.
Val had all our OA literature
available and attendees had
ample opportunity peruse
pamphlets, workbooks, and
books. I saw many members
making purchases. Speaking
of literature, we even learned

YouTube—OA, AA
and Big Book Study
speakers and meditation
Apps— Track food
plan, monitor mood
and exercise

We had a great turnout
for the Tools Workshop
on Saturday, January 21,
2017. We wanted you to
see all of us in action,
but the Traditions of anonymity precluded showing our faces. So we
turned around!

Newcomer’s Corner
Wisdom from First OA Meetings
We Don’t Need to Punish Ourselves
We stuff in “a little snack” in
an attempt to stuff down feelings of guilt, anger, disappointment, self-pity or whatever. We “reward” ourselves
with special treats to celebrate birthdays, weight loss,
moon landings and you-name-

it. But the truth is, we are punishing ourselves with selfdestructive thinking and unnecessary food, which benefits nothing except that roll of
fat around our middle. But OA
offers us ways to treat ourselves well, which in the long
run means to free ourselves
from the obsession with food.
One Day At a Time
I will be abstinent. For this

one twenty-four hour period I can
get through life with all its joys
and problems and resist the urge
to overeat. One day at a time,
with the help of my Higher Power,
I can improve my outlook on life
and keep my outlook on food in
its proper perspective.
—Lifeline Sampler, pp. 28-29
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San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
SAAI is duly registered with
the World Service Office of
Overeaters Anonymous.
Our primary purpose is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous and to serve and represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is
formed.

SAAI can be reached in the
following ways:
www.oasanantonio.com
Phone: 210.492.5400
Email:
oasanantonio@gmail.com
US mail:
SAAI
PO Box 5458
San Antonio, TX 78201

SAAI Standing Committees
SAAI has standing and special
committees to carry out its
purposes in an effective and
efficient manner.
2016-2017 Committees
Audio Library: Carolyn
Archives: Barbara F.
Communication: Jody H.
Swan/El Cisne: Elaine L.
Website: Jody H.
Public Information: Vacant
Professional Outreach: Mary
Rose J.

Meeting Info/Phone line:
Sharon V.
Literature: Valerie
Lifeline Rep: Lea B.
12 & 12: Ron J.
Sponsorship
IDEA Day
Unity Day
Slumber Falls
Welcome Back/Newcomer:
Karen

2016-2017 Board
Chair: Curtis M.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Jody H.
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
WSO Delegate: Mary Rose J.
Region III Representative: Noé
G.

OA and AA literature can be
ordered and picked up at Intergroup meetings.
Literature forms online

“It meant that

Place literature order at:
oasaliterature@gmail.com

loves me enough

Agenda:
Elect Convention Treasurer
and Hotel Liaison
Review Region 3 critical tasks
and timeline
Select possible Spring 2019
dates

than me, that He
to restore me to
sanity…”
Voices of

news@oasanantonio.com

February 1.

WSO News
Remember your days before
OA? What “magic” words or
great idea would have gotten
you to visit the OA website or
attend a meeting?
We need an idea like that
from you to create our next public information poster.
The Fellowship will choose
the winner by vote, and the
winning design will be sold in

the OA bookstore.

God is greater

Want to receive The Swan/El
Cisne via email?

Region III and World Service OA News
Region 3 Convention and Assembly planning meeting on
Saturday, Feb. 11 at 11am,
after Intergroup.

“Carrying the message to the compulsive overeater who
still suffers is the
basic purpose of our
Fellowship... “
— Tools of Recovery

Looking for recovery while on
the road? Try one of the dozens of OA Podcasts on workshops, step study, interviews,
and literature at http://
www.oa.org/oapodcasts/
OA Online and Phone meetings:
https://www.oa.org/
membersgroups/find-ameeting/

Recovery,

The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church North Building,
Room 128, Interpark Entrance, 12615 San
Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Elaine (210) 332-0551

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Karen (714) 722-1656

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

March 2017

An All-In Proposition—Diana G.

Words of Wisdom

“Sponsoring is
such a gift, a
place where my
own dark past
Caption
describing
becomes
useful.
picture or graphic.
Thank you, God,
for this mechanism where broken people heal
each other.”
— Lynn G.

“And we have ceased
fighting anything or anyone...the problem has
been removed It does
not exist for us. We are
neither cocky nor are we
afraid….That is how we
react so long as we keep
in fit spiritual condition” (Alcoholics Anonymous, 4th edition, pp.
84-85).

in an important way. With
physical exercise, if I did
half of what was prescribed, I would receive
some benefit. With spiritual fitness, however, the
benefits I would receive if
I did only half the work
are explained in Alcoholics Anonymous (4th ed.,
pp. 58-59):

My commitment needed
to be an all-in proposition, and I needed to
follow the time-tested
prescription of the
Twelve Steps to achieve
a fit spiritual condition.
My first year in OA, I was
a sponge. I received the
gift of abstinence by absorption. I went to lots of

Announcements

March 4
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation
Mar. 11 & Apr. 8
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
Mar. 11
Region 3 2019
Planning Meeting
@11am, Church of
Reconciliation

When I first came to OA,
I read the above passage and said, “That’s
what I want!” I was tired
of the schemes, micromanagement, and constant battles with food,
weight, purging, and
futile attempts to get it
all under control.



What would it take for
me to get into fit spiritual
condition? Just like physical conditioning, it
would require exercise.
Yet spiritual fitness differs from physical fitness





“Those who do not
recover are people
who cannot or will
not completely give
themselves to this
simple program…”
“Some of us have
tried to hold on to
our old ideas and the
result was nil until
we let go absolutely”
“Half measures
availed us nothing”

The message was clear.

meetings, hung around
my OA fellows, and did
no Step work whatsoever. Instead I did the OA
two-step. I admitted I
was powerless over
food—-that my life had
become unmanageable.
Having had a spiritual
awakening as the result
of Step One, I tried to
carry my message of
recovery to anyone who
would listen, even those
who didn’t want to hear
it.
— Continued on page 2

March 24-26
Region 3 Assembly
& Convention, DFW:
Discipline, Faith,
Willingness, Hyatt
Regency DFW Airport
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An All-In Proposition—continued

“They all shared
a commitment
to working and
living the Twelve
Steps.”

A year in, I had lost weight
and stopped throwing up.
Fortified in knowing I was a
compulsive
overeater, I
left OA,
certain I
wouldn’t
do that
stuff
anymore.
A year of
additional research
followed,
then
ended
when I
crawled
back to
OA 50
pounds
(23 kg)
heavier,
throwing up daily, and
blessed with the gift of desperation. I was willing to do
what was required to become and remain abstinent.
I listened to those who had
what I wanted: long-term
abstinence; ease around

food, people, places, and
things; orderliness and sanity;
joy and happiness. They all
shared a commitment to

of the deal was to maintain a fit spiritual condition. So I start each day
asking
God
for
the
ability to
live
each
of
the

working and living all Twelve
Steps. Through the Twelve
Steps, each one has built a
sustaining relationship with a
Higher Power, and that Higher
Power gave them the daily
gift of abstinence. Their part

Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions. I must take,
live, and work all the
Steps to become and
remain abstinent.

Newcomer’s Corner
My Providential Blurt
As I sat across from my doctor
and focused on entering my
next appointment into my
phone, another part of my
mind took over my tongue.
“I’ve been gaining weight
since I moved here last year.
Can you give me some advice?”
For several months I’d been

dithering about asking her for
help. Now I felt shock— and
immediate relief. She asked
how I had been managing my
eating. I kept tapping at my
phone, afraid to look up. Providentially, that unfiltered part
of my brain took over again.
“I’ve never been able to manage my eating.”
...Without hesitation she said I
should look into Overeaters
Anonymous. She told me OA
could help with unmanagea-

ble urges around food, and I
could find a local meeting o the
OA website….”It is the right place
for you,” she said.
...I arrived [at the OA meeting]
and walked in to a warm welcome….The members were kind
and welcoming, and they represented many sizes and body
shapes….Clutching my Newcomer packet, I felt real hope...
— Edited from Lifeline, July
2015

March 2017
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San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
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Communication: Jody H.
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Website: Jody H.
Public Information: Vacant
Professional Outreach: Mary
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Agenda:
Update on convention sites
WSO News
Uniting with Diversity Trifold
Use the new Uniting with Diversity trifold to strengthen

“If I set my sights
short with the
thought that
weight loss is
enough, I may
never live life to

Want to receive The Swan/El
Cisne via email?

its fullest,

news@oasanantonio.com

pleasures and

enjoying its
gifts.”
For Today, March
1.

Region III and World Service OA News
Region 3 Convention and Assembly planning meeting on
Saturday, March 11 at 11am,
after Intergroup.

“Carrying the message to the compulsive overeater who
still suffers is the
basic purpose of our
Fellowship... “
— Tools of Recovery

unity in your group and service
body. Download at https://
oa.org/files/pdf/UWDtrifold.pdf , copy, and share this
new, free resource created by
the Unity with Diversity Committee to support the strength and
hope we find together in fellowship.

Looking for recovery while on
the road? Try one of the dozens of OA Podcasts on workshops, step study, interviews,
and literature at http://
www.oa.org/oapodcasts/
OA Online and Phone meetings:
https://www.oa.org/
membersgroups/find-ameeting/

The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church North Building,
Room 128, Interpark Entrance, 12615 San
Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Elaine (210) 332-0551

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Karen (714) 722-1656

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

Under the Knife — Lifeline, September 1983
How many times has
each of us searched for
the easy way out of our
sickness?

“It would be
nice to say
that going
under the
Caption describing
knife
turn
picture ordid
graphic.
out to be the
easy way
out…”

One of my quests for an
easy way out began
three years ago in Gitmo
Bay, Cuba, where I desperately tried to convince the Navy doctors
that I was a
prime candidate for gastric stapling. It
didn’t take
much convincing because
the doctors
were as confused as I
was. We were
looking for an
easy way out
— I, for the
solution to my
compulsive
overeating
and weight
problem; the
doctors, for a
way to rid
themselves of something
they didn’t understand.
After a week of paperwork and phone calls, I
was on a plane headed
to Bethesda Naval Hospital.
On arriving in the States,
I called my family and
told them the news. Both

my sisters lovingly offered
to come to Maryland to
be with me, but I asked
them not to. However,
while my mouth was saying “I don’t want you to go
to that expense; I got
myself into this and I
have to get myself out,”
my heart was crying

“Please help me! Please
love me!” Today I can see
that part of my sickness
was my inability to reach
out for help, which in turn
stemmed from the low
opinion I had of myself: I
wasn’t worth the time,
expense and trouble it
would take for my sisters

to come and be with me.
I went into surgery weighing 337 pounds. I was
cut from breastbone to
bellybutton, and after the
stapling was done I
spent twenty-four hours
in intensive care. A suction tube went up my
nose and into
my stomach
and remained
there for five
days, during
which I was
allowed nothing
by mouth, not
even water. I
went through
thirty-five bottles of that stuff
they hang from
poles. My arms
and hands
looked like pin
cushions and
“Ouch, it hurts”
hardly seems
strong enough
to describe the
pain. After three
weeks in the
hospital, I was given instructions that would
permit the operation to
work, and I flew back to
Cuba.
— Continued on page 2

April 2017
Announcements

April 1 & May 6
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation
Apr. 8 & May 13
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
May 13
Region 3 2019
Planning Meeting
@11am, Church of
Reconciliation
June 9-11
Slumber Falls Retreat
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The Swan/El Cisne

Under the Knife — continued
It would be nice to say that
going under the knife did
turn out to be the easy way
out, but it didn’t. When I
returned for a physical
eighteen months
later, it seemed
the ultimate irony
that I weighed
exactly 337
pounds.

“Writing about
my experience
brings tears as
well as smiles.”

smiles. The tears are tears of
growth in Overeaters Anonymous. OA has given me new
vision and I can now see the
sadness of putting my life on

That was the end
of my search for
the easy way out.
Insane as it is to
think of surgery
as “easy,” it was
really an extreme
example of everything else I tried;
it dealt only with
the physical part
of me, not with
my problem.
There may be
some for whom
this operation
has worked, and if it solved
their problem, I’m happy for
them. But it didn’t work for
me, except to propel me
toward a different way — a
way that does work.

I’ve been abstaining for
two months and I’ve given away 29 pounds. I
can’t say it has been
easy. I was reborn in OA
and I am growing and
learning, just as I did as
an infant. When I fall
down, I pick myself up
and start where I left off.
I am a slow learner, but
the falls are not as frequent as they used to be.
With the help of my Higher Power, I try to work the
program every minute of
every day. When I can do
this, I’m OK. The list of
what OA has given me
could go on and on, but
most important, I think,
is the ability to look in
the mirror and like the
person looking back at
me.

the line to deal with my problem. The smiles, too, are
smiles of OA growth. I know
now that help is there for me,
that I don’t require knives,
pills or other drastic
measures.

Writing about my experience
brings tears as well as

— Reprinted from Lifeline

Sampler, pp. 333-334.

Newcomer’s Corner
New Possibilities
Before I stepped into the OA
rooms 61 days ago, I was
hopeless….
For the past 61 days, I’ve
averaged five to six meetings
a week, sometimes going to
two meetings a day. I took
advantage of the two complimentary Lifeline issues in my
Newcomer Packet and plan to
purchase a subscription. I call

my sponsor every weekday. I
make and take outreach calls
and volunteer to call newcomers at meetings. I am willing
to hand over my will and life
to my Higher Power’s care. At
one of my meetings, I took a
service commitment. I speak
when members ask me to
lead a meeting. I’m only 60
days into my recovery, and an
entire world has opened up
for me. ...

...Now my day’s highlights are
when I’m out-and-about living
and achieving my dreams,
and connecting with people
within and without program.
— Edited from Lifeline, December 2010

April 2017
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San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
SAAI is duly registered with
the World Service Office of
Overeaters Anonymous.
Our primary purpose is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous and to serve and represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is
formed.

SAAI can be reached in the
following ways:
www.oasanantonio.com
Phone: 210.492.5400
Email:
oasanantonio@gmail.com
US mail:
SAAI
PO Box 5458
San Antonio, TX 78201

SAAI Standing Committees
SAAI has standing and special
committees to carry out its
purposes in an effective and
efficient manner.
2016-2017 Committees
Audio Library: Carolyn
Archives: Barbara F.
Communication: Jody H.
Swan/El Cisne: Elaine L.
Website: Jody H.
Public Information: Karen
Professional Outreach: Mary
Rose J.

Meeting Info/Phone line:
Sharon V.
Literature: Valerie
Lifeline Rep: Lea B.
12 & 12: Ron J.
Sponsorship
IDEA Day
Unity Day
Slumber Falls
Welcome Back/Newcomer:
Barbara V.

2016-2017 Board
Chair: Curtis M.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Jody H.
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
WSO Delegate: Mary Rose J.
Region III Representative: Noé
G.

OA and AA literature can be
ordered and picked up at Intergroup meetings.
Literature forms online
Place literature order at:
oasaliterature@gmail.com

•

Provide trend data on
rooms needed/filled, cost
and overall attendance to
the Convention and Visitors Bureau along with
the preferred dates
(March 1-3 or March 2931, 2019) - assigned to
Elaine & Lynn

“But today in
recovery, I feel
like OA’s
repetition has a
beauty and a
rhythm.”

Want to receive The Swan/El
Cisne via email?
news@oasanantonio.com

Region III and World Service OA News
Region 3 Convention and Assembly planning meeting on
Saturday, May 13 at 11am,
after Intergroup.

“Carrying the message to the compulsive overeater who
still suffers is the
basic purpose of our
Fellowship... “
— Tools of Recovery

WSO News
The focus of the 2017 strategic
plan is Growing OA Unity Worldwide
The 2017- 2019 strategic plan
is Keeping OA Strong Worldwide
• Lifeline articles and other
OA resources will be available on topic of Growing OA
Unity Worldwide

Looking for recovery while on
the road? Try one of the dozens of OA Podcasts on workshops, step study, interviews,
and literature at http://
www.oa.org/oapodcasts/
OA Online and Phone meetings:
https://www.oa.org/
membersgroups/find-ameeting/

Voices of
Recovery, April 2

The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church North Building,
Room 128, Interpark Entrance, 12615 San
Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Elaine (210) 332-0551

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Barbara (210) 508-8727

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

Tradition Two In Action: A Group Conscience

“…being afraid
didn’t have to
hold me back; on
the contrary, this
Caption describing
was
picturean
or opporgraphic.
tunity for me to
grow!”

I love my home group,
the Saturday 8:30am at
Church of Reconciliation.
I have no idea how long
this meeting has been
going on; I only know
that it fits my schedule
and it is one of my home
groups.
Over the last couple of
months, I started thinking how my home group
was functioning from the
point of view of a newcomer, or a person struggling in their disease, or
returning after a relapse.
Was I carrying the message to the best of my
ability? Could we be
stronger as a meeting? I
grew up in a home where
conflict was avoided or it
flared into hostility. In
other words, my first
reaction to issues where
there are differences of
opinion or strong feelings, I get scared. But,
being afraid didn’t have
to hold me back; on the
contrary, this was an
opportunity for me to
grow! I
I requested a group conscience at a specific
date and the group
agreed. For a couple of
weeks, I circulated a
paper with a couple of
the issues I was concerned about and asked
others to add any issue

suggested we use a
2 or 3 minute timer
that a person holds
as he/she speaks.

they wanted to discuss.
As a group, we agreed to
take 15 minutes before
the meeting ended to
hold the group conscience. A member requested we read Traditions One and Two before
we began. While there
were at least 10 issues
for discussion, we tackled
just a couple in the time
we had. As Tradition Two
states: “In order to reach
an informed group conscience, we affirm each
group member’s right to
take part in the discussions, and we listen to
everyone attentively with
open minds.”
What happened? The
group had a healthy, respectful discussion and
made some decisions.

•

To insure as many
people as possible
get a chance to
share in this large
meeting, a member

•

To establish rotation
of leadership, we
instituted a Chair
Meeting sign up
sheet.

•

To practice principles before personalities, we agreed to
refrain from mentioning sponsors by
name or referencing
members by name
in our sharing.

The week after our group
conscience, I invited
members to share their
thoughts on the experience.
“I liked the idea of seeing
the issues beforehand
because I saw others
had already put [the issue I was concerned
with] on there so I didn’t
have to add it. I have
been so uncomfortable
about that [long sharing]
and even thought about
not coming for a while
because I thought it had
gotten out of hand. Now I
see that we did well today and I’m real excited
about that.”
— Continued on page 2

May 2017
Announcements

May 6 & June 3
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation
May 13 & June 10
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
May 13
Region 3 2019
Planning Meeting
@11am, Church of
Reconciliation
June 9-11
Slumber Falls Retreat
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The Swan/El Cisne

Tradition Two In Action — continued
“I think the meeting we had
last week was very informative and a good way to have
a healthy, nice meeting and
it would be very helpful
overall for the newcomers
to concentrate on the message rather than [other
matters].”

“What I love
about the group
conscience is
that it makes it
feel like this is
our program.”

addictive program. Because
as addicts we tend to let it go
or to get really, really, really
defensive. So I think the
group conscience is a great
way to minimalize things
along the way and just make
sure the group is functioning.
I am excited to do the group
inventory and I think that will
be really helpful to keep the
group healthy.”

“We talked about principles
before personalities and we
don’t mention any
names, at all.”
“It was a necessary
meeting that we
had and many of
the things we discussed were useful
and if we apply
them, I think it will
help our group. I
think the group
was healthy even before
then, but to implement the
things we have it’s going to
make a big difference.”

“I love
the group
conscience.
I truly
think it
makes
our meeting
healthy. It gives us the opportunity to be honest and say
what can be better and hear
that what bothers us may not
bother others. It gives me an
idea that I am part of the
group and we do what is best
for the group. I can work on
the things that I don’t like if
the group thinks that is better

“I think group consciences
are definitely necessary.
Especially for me, I tend to
let things go rather than
addressing them head on
and so group consciences
are a necessary part of an

for others. I like to be
accountable for the
group and I like that we
all have a voice; that it
doesn’t matter how
much abstinence you
have, you are part of the
group conscience and
make the meeting more
healthy and see more
recovery for all of us.”
“What I love about the
group conscience is that
it makes it feel like this is
our program. We are this
program so we can put
our thoughts; it’s not like
an organization we are
stepping into; it’s us! So
what we get to vote on or
say on makes us feel we
are part of it.”
A group conscience is a
learning experience. The
questions asked and how
members respond to
each other shows how to
step up to lead.
— Elaine

Newcomer’s Corner
Action Plan
An action plan is the process
of identifying and implementing attainable actions, both
daily and long-term, that are
necessary to support our individual abstinence and emotional, spiritual and physical
recovery….
For example, a newcomer’s
action plan might focus on
planning, shopping for and

preparing food. Some members may need a regular fitness routine to improve
strength and health, while
others may need to set exercise limits in order to attain
more balance. Some of us
may need an action plan that
includes time for meditation
and relaxation or provides
strategies for balancing work,
personal interactions with
family and friends, and our
program. Others may need

help to organize their homes;
deal with their finances; and
address medical, dental or
mental health issues.
Along with working the Steps
on a daily basis, an action
plan may incorporate use of
other OA tools to bring structure, balance and manageability into our lives….
— The Tools of Recovery, pp.
5-6

May 2017
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San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
SAAI is duly registered with
the World Service Office of
Overeaters Anonymous.
Our primary purpose is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous and to serve and represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is
formed.

SAAI can be reached in the
following ways:
www.oasanantonio.com
Phone: 210.492.5400
Email:
oasanantonio@gmail.com
US mail:
SAAI
PO Box 5458
San Antonio, TX 78201

SAAI Standing Committees
SAAI has standing and special
committees to carry out its
purposes in an effective and
efficient manner.
2016-2017 Committees
Audio Library: Carolyn
Archives: Barbara F.
Communication: Jody H.
Swan/El Cisne: Elaine L.
Website: Jody H.
Public Information: Karen
Professional Outreach: Mary
Rose J.

Meeting Info/Phone line:
Sharon V.
Literature: Valerie
Lifeline Rep: Lea B.
12 & 12: Ron J.
Sponsorship
IDEA Day
Unity Day
Slumber Falls
Welcome Back/Newcomer:
Barbara V.

2016-2017 Board
Chair: Curtis M.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Jody H.
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
WSO Delegate: Mary Rose J.
Region III Representative: Noé
G.

OA and AA literature can be
ordered and picked up at Intergroup meetings.
Literature forms online
Place literature order at:
oasaliterature@gmail.com

•

Provide trend data on
rooms needed/filled, cost
and overall attendance to
the Convention and Visitors Bureau along with
the preferred dates
(March 1-3 or March 2931, 2019) - assigned to
Elaine & Lynn

“For our group
purpose there is
but one ultimate
authority — a
loving God as He
may express

Want to receive The Swan/El
Cisne via email?

Himself in our

news@oasanantonio.com

conscience…..”

group
Tradition Two,
Twelve Traditions

Region III and World Service OA News
Region 3 Convention and Assembly planning meeting on
Saturday, May 13 at 11am,
after Intergroup.

“Carrying the message to the compulsive overeater who
still suffers is the
basic purpose of our
Fellowship... “
— Tools of Recovery

WSO News
• Vote for the next Public
Information poster designed by one of our members
• The Twelve Step Study
Workshop and Study Guide
is available
• A Step Ahead newsletter

Looking for recovery while on
the road? Try one of the dozens of OA Podcasts on workshops, step study, interviews,
and literature at http://
www.oa.org/oapodcasts/
OA Online and Phone meetings:
https://www.oa.org/
membersgroups/find-ameeting/

The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church North Building,
Room 128, Interpark Entrance, 12615 San
Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Elaine (210) 332-0551

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Barbara (210) 508-8727

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

When the Time is Right— Lifeline, Sept./Oct.
2009

“As I lay facing
the wall, with
apprehension I
told her of my
Caption describing
struggles
and
picture or graphic.
victories with
anorexia.”

I am a woman living with
anorexia. Although I
have nearly four years of
recovery, I will never
have a normal relationship with food. I’ve been
to the depths of hell with
this disease, and I put
my life and body back
together piece by piece,
pound by pound. My
lowest weight was 105
pounds (48 kg), extremely dangerous
for my 5-foot
9-inch (175
cm) frame. I
have maintained a 30pound (14 kg)
weight gain by
working a
solid, if sometimes imperfect, Twelve Step program. I attend meetings,
pray, write, and follow a
plan of eating.
One of the greatest gifts
of OA is service. Recently, a sponsee asked me
about my experience in
disclosing my eating
history to someone I am
dating. Of course, the
time arrives whe it is
right to tell someone,
and each individual must
decide when that time
has come. Hiding our
relationship with OA is
too reminiscent of the
shame we felt while act-

ing out in our disease.
Our abstinence is a gift
no one is worth sacrificing for.
Nearly four years ago, I
checked into an inpatient
hospital program. I told
the woman I was seeing
at the time that she could
support me in my recovery or I would do it without her. Ultimately, she
found someone else.

Although the experience
was gut-wrenching, I
know now that I may not
have made it if she had
not left me. That early in
recovery, I don’t know
that I could have put my
program before some I
badly wanted to be with,
so I will always be grateful to her for making that
choice for me.
After I joined OA, I took
time off from dating to
focus on getting a year of
abstinence, which most
Twelve-Step programs
recommend. As addicts,

we tend to be people
pleasers, and it is easy
for us to get distracted
by the high that comes
with a new relationship.
Telling someone is always hard, no matter the
person or the reaction. I
told my current girlfriend
that night before my first
abstinent birthday. The
sense of accomplishment I felt about having
reached my one-year
anniversary gave me
the courage to have
this difficult conversation. As I lay facing the
wall, with apprehension
I told her of my struggles and victories with
anorexia. She listened
and told me it didn’t
change the way she felt
about me. We have been
together three years
now.
From the moment I told
her about OA, she never
stopped asking questions. She knows my
snack time, how much I
need to eat at every
meal and how many
meetings I attend each
week. She has held me
in her arms as I cried
hysterically, and she has
sat next to me as I have
shared my story in meetings.
— Continued on page 2

June 2017
Announcements

June 3 & July 1
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation
June 17 & July 8
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
Meeting changed
due to Slumber
Falls Retreat.
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
June 9-11
Slumber Falls Retreat
September 23
5:30pm
Region 3 Theme
Party at OA member’s home. BYOD,
have fun, and help
us select the Region
3 2019 Theme!
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When the Time is Right—continued

“By being open
and honest, I
have found a
companion who
loves me despite
my struggles.”

One of the reasons we’ve
lasted so long is that my
program is a strong presence in our relationship.
She accepts my abstinence
comes even before her.
Having all the major players
on board helps me maintain
a strong program, and I find
that people usually respect
and admire me for taking
care of myself by any means
necessary.

San Antonio Area Intergroup
Board Elections

Members in Relapse—
Words of Wisdom

The elections for the 20172018 SAAI Board will take
place on Saturday, June 17 at
9:45am. Intergroup Representatives vote.

If you are in relapse or
still waiting to get abstinent, the most important thing you can
do is get yourself to
meetings. No matter
how far into the food
you get, no matter how
much weight you gain,
no matter how crazy
you feel, keep coming
back! You are not alone.
Other OA members
have suffered the agonies of relapse and are
back in recovery. What
they found most helpful
is to go to meetings and
tell it like it is.

The Nominating Committee
presents the following slate:
Chair: Lea B.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary: Melinda
Communications Secretary:
Jody H.
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
World Service Business Conference Delegate (2 year
term): Mary J.

The answer is not that I
have the perfect partner,
but that I have the perfect
program. I took the time to
build a strong foundation
before jumping into the confusing and often scary world
of romance. By the time I
told my girlfriend about my
program, I had no doubt
where my priorities lay. By
being open and honest, I
have found a companion
who loves me despite my
struggles.

Sincerely,
Curtis, Karen, Barbara F., Elaine—
Nominating Committee

In recovery, we can only
have successful relationships by knowing that the
presence of OA in our lives
is crucial.

“I had three relapses
during my first six years
in program, but I never
quit coming back. OA is
the only thing I never
gave up doing….”
—Members in Relapse, p. 6

— Corina, New York, New York

Newcomer’s Corner
Service
Carrying the message to the
compulsive overeater who still
suffers is the basic purpose of
our Fellowship; therefore, it is
the most fundamental form of
service. Any form of service—
no matter how small— that
helps reach a fellow sufferer
adds to the quality of our own
recovery. Members who are
new to OA can give service by
getting to meetings, putting

away chairs, putting out literature, talking to newcomers,
and doing whatever needs to
be done for the group. Members who meet the abstinence
requirements can give service
beyond the group level in
such activities as intergroup
representative, committee
chair, region representative or
Conference delegate. There
are many ways to to give back
what we have so generously
been given. We are

encouraged to do what we
can when we can. “A life of
sane and happy usefulness”
is what we are promised as
the result of working the
Twelve Steps. Service helps to
fulfill that promise.
As OA’s responsibility pledge
states: “Always to extend the
hand and heart of OA to all
who share my compulsion; for
this I am responsible.”
— The Tools of Recovery, p. 7
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San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
SAAI is duly registered with
the World Service Office of
Overeaters Anonymous.
Our primary purpose is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous and to serve and represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is
formed.

SAAI can be reached in the
following ways:
www.oasanantonio.com
Phone: 210.492.5400
Email:
oasanantonio@gmail.com
US mail:
SAAI
PO Box 5458
San Antonio, TX 78201

2016-2017 Committees
Audio Library: Carolyn
Archives: Barbara F.
Communication: Jody H.
Swan/El Cisne: Elaine L.
Website: Jody H.
Public Information: Karen
Professional Outreach: Mary
Rose J.

Chair: Curtis M.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Jody H.
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
WSO Delegate: Mary Rose J.
Region III Representative: Noé
G.
The SAAI Board is elected at
the June Intergroup. THANK
YOU outgoing SAAI Board for
your service!

SAAI Standing Committees
SAAI has standing and special
committees to carry out its
purposes in an effective and
efficient manner.

2016-2017 Board

Meeting Info/Phone line:
Sharon V.
Literature: Valerie
Lifeline Rep: Lea B.
12 & 12: Ron J.
Sponsorship
IDEA Day
Unity Day
Slumber Falls
Welcome Back/Newcomer:
Barbara V.

OA and AA literature can be
ordered and picked up at Intergroup meetings.
Literature forms online
Place literature order at:
oasaliterature@gmail.com

Join us on Saturday, September 23 at 5:30pm at an OA
member’s home to help us
select the 2019 theme.
5:30-6:30—Bring your own
dinner
6:30—Recovery scavenger
hunt
7:00—Theme selection
7:30-8:00 Speaker

WSO News
Have you checked on Lifeline
yet? You can order a hard copy
subscription or enjoy it online.
Check out the 9-part podcast
on Sponsorship Success and
the questionnaire.
Visit oa.org frequently to learn
about our worldwide fellowship.

“For me, the first
stage of Step Six
is to accept that I
have weaknesses
and to know that
God embraces me

Want to receive The Swan/El
Cisne via email?

nonetheless.”

news@oasanantonio.com

Recovery

Region III and World Service OA News
Region 3 2019 Convention
and Assembly Update

“Carrying the message to the compulsive overeater who
still suffers is the
basic purpose of our
Fellowship... “
— Tools of Recovery

Looking for recovery while on
the road? Try one of the dozens of OA Podcasts on workshops, step study, interviews,
and literature at http://
www.oa.org/oapodcasts/
OA Online and Phone meetings:
https://www.oa.org/
membersgroups/find-ameeting/

June 1, Voices of

The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church North Building,
Room 128, Interpark Entrance, 12615 San
Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Elaine (210) 332-0551

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Barbara (210) 508-8727

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

Slumber Falls Retreat 2017 - Experience,
Strength and Hope
John K., from Los Angeles, spent the weekend helping attendees learn about the
Twelve Steps and sharing his recovery journey, especially recovery from multiple
relapses. There was ample opportunity for sharing and fellowship.

July 2017
Announcements

July 1 & Aug. 5
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation

Here is a sample of what OA members received:
“A key take away from the retreat is”

“A key take away
for me is to not
think, Oh, I’ve got
this, I am cured,
Caption describing
good
go. That
picture to
or graphic.
is a recipe for
relapse and I do
not want to go
there.”

My take away was, trying to work an OA program without a food plan is called Al
Anon.
Got and will take home with me:
30 days, no change food plan,
“entirely” ready, from Step 6
Sometimes you have to not be around certain people, even
family.
Sponsor – Get; Sponsor – Call; Sponsor – Use.
Read the literature.
Solutions are in the steps.
I am so very glad I came. I take away hope, courage, and determination. Thank
you. Patricia G.
Take away is my “5-year old” needs to be heard before
the adult can be effective.
Key take away: Start – Stop list; list of people to call.
A key take away for me is to not think, Oh, I’ve got this, I am cured, good to go.
That is a recipe for relapse and I do not want to go there.
My take aways – a sponsor! – your friends who died – pages of great notes on your
talk.

“I am glad I came because”
John K had so many slogans. He was very funny. I
learned so much. I got a different perspective on many
things in program. There was a lot of useful information.
I am glad I came because we had an inspiring and
thought-provoking national speaker. Very helpful.

July 8 & Aug. 12
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
August 19
1p-4pm
Church of Reconciliation
Developing & Practicing Spirituality in
our Recovery
September 23
5:30pm
Region 3 Theme
Party at OA member’s home. BYOD,
have fun, and help
us select the Region
3 2019 Theme!
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Slumber Falls —continued
“I am glad I came because”

I have been helped by many
simple yet powerful statements like…

I am glad I came because
God is bigger than my fears
and my inertia. I loved reconnecting with OA friends
and comrades and meeting
new ones.

“I learned that to
recover I need to
start with the
physical
(abstinence),
then emotional,
then spiritual. ”

I met just the people I needed to meet and heard some
great things. Thank you, BA



You cannot think your
way into right acting; you
must act your way into
right thinking.



The price of abstinence is
eternal vigilance.

The retreat speaker and
leader, John K., is a tremendous, deep well of
experience, strength and
real life examples. He
kept most of us riveted
and writing as we were
hearing so much that we
knew we wanted to remember and share.

— Thanks to Carrie for
this submission

“An important revelation is”
An important revelation is
that my relapse was a cycle
and necessary for my recovery.
An important revelation is I
am not alone!
I learned that to recover I
need to start with the physical (abstinence), then emotional, then spiritual. I was
deluding myself before the
retreat hoping to get abstinence through focusing on
the other two, but not the
physical aspect first. Now I
know the answer to the
chicken-egg debate in my
head. First abstinence,
then working the steps.

Newcomer’s Corner
Wrong Image!

OA before my first meeting.

I came to OA six months ago,
desperate and beaten down
by six months of daily bingeing and purging, preceded by
two years of anorexia. To get
out of the insanity that had
become my life, I was willing
to try anything, even sitting
around in the dark sharing
shameful stories with other
faceless, food stained overeaters. That was my image of

Wow, this image could not
have been more wrong! In the
rooms of OA I found warm,
welcoming, caring individuals
who were willing to help me,
despite the fact that I was
weak and didn’t deserve it —
or so I thought. I didn’t understand Tradition Twelve and
couldn’t comprehend why
they were willing to go to such
lengths to help me. They

accepted my phone calls,
explained the Steps, listened
to my rambling shares and
mopped up my tears. I will be
eternally grateful that they
did.
...As I took Steps One to Three
with my sponsor, I developed
a relationship with a Higher
Power who helps me daily,
and I have been abstinent...for five months….
— Newcomers Corner, Lifeline,
Sept/Oct 2009 , p. 26
(edited)
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San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
SAAI is duly registered with
the World Service Office of
Overeaters Anonymous.
Our primary purpose is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous and to serve and represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is
formed.

SAAI can be reached in the
following ways:
www.oasanantonio.com
Phone: 210.492.5400
Email:
oasanantonio@gmail.com
US mail:
SAAI
PO Box 5458
San Antonio, TX 78201

SAAI Standing Committees
SAAI has standing and special
committees to carry out its
purposes in an effective and
efficient manner.
2017-2018 Committees
Audio Library: Carolyn
Archives: Barbara F.
Communication: Jody H.
Swan/El Cisne: Carrie H. &
Alice G.
Website: Jody H.
Public Information: Karen R.
Professional Outreach: Mary
Rose J.

Meeting Info/Phone line:
Sharon V.
Literature: Valerie S.
Lifeline Rep:
12 & 12: Ron J.
Sponsorship
IDEA Day
Unity Day
Slumber Falls
Welcome Back/Newcomer:
Barbara V.

2017-2018 Board
Chair: Lea B.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary: Melinda
D.
Communications Secretary:
Jody H.
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
WSO Delegate: Mary Rose J.
Region III Representative: Noé
G.

OA and AA literature can be
ordered and picked up at Intergroup meetings.
Literature forms online
Place literature order at:
oasaliterature@gmail.com

Join us on Saturday, September 23 at 5:30pm at an OA
member’s home to help us
select the 2019 theme.
5:30-6:30—Bring your own
dinner
6:30—Recovery scavenger
hunt
7:00—Theme selection
7:30-8:00 Speaker

“I do not compare
myself with
anyone, rather,
appreciate each
of us for what we
are.”

Want to receive The Swan/El
Cisne via email?
news@oasanantonio.com

Region III and World Service OA News
Region 3 2019 Convention
and Assembly Update

“Carrying the message to the compulsive overeater who
still suffers is the
basic purpose of our
Fellowship... “
— Tools of Recovery

WSO News
Support OA when purchasing
literature!
Did you know that the largest
segment of OA’s annual revenue comes from the sale of OAapproved literature?
Your best options are the OA
bookstore at bookstore. oa.org
and your local bookstore, which
may be able to special order OA
books for you.

Looking for recovery while on
the road? Try one of the dozens of OA Podcasts on workshops, step study, interviews,
and literature at http://
www.oa.org/oapodcasts/
OA Online and Phone meetings:
https://www.oa.org/
membersgroups/find-ameeting/

July 1, For Today

The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church North Building,
Room 128, Interpark Entrance, 12615 San
Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Elaine (210) 332-0551

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Barbara (210) 508-8727

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

Focus on Step Eight Principle:
OA Step 8:

A Member’s story :

Made a list of
all persons we
had harmed
and became
willing to make
amends to
them describing
Caption
all.

Making a list of all the
persons I had harmed
(Step 8) would not
have been possible
without working the
preceding steps with
an abstinent sponsor.
The Big Book (p. 62)
described me as “an
extreme example of
self-will run riot” in the
discussion leading up
to taking Step 3. Step
8 began to transform
“self-will run riot” into
self-discipline, as with
the help of God and
my sponsor, I became
willing to make a list of
those harmed.

picture or graphic.

“Clearly, if we were
going to remain
abstinent and find
serenity, we had to
learn better ways
of dealing with
other people...Step
8 is designed to
help us with this
process...We look
at our relationships for the purpose of discovering patterns which
have done harm to
us and others.” OA
12 & 12, P. 67

When we reviewed
the list, my sponsor
helped me identify and
remove those toward
whom I had felt resentment but had not
actually harmed.
She also helped me
clarify the nature of
the harm done. She

SELF DISCIPLINE
The principle of self
discipline…”
recommended praying
the 9th step promises
for those I had harmed.
Doing so helped me
forgive those listed and
affirmed what I wanted
as a result of working
the steps. The latter
helped me keep moving forward.
For me part of the selfdiscipline associated
with Step 8 came from
the realization that I
would be making
amends to those
harmed by my

behavior in Step 9 and
would continue doing
so in Step 10.
I began to ask God’s
help to practice selfrestraint so that I would
have fewer amends to
make in the future.
Anonymous

In steps eight and nine
we looked at the damage
we had done others and
set about repairing it.
Now we apply the same
principles of selfdiscipline and love for
others to all of our actions. Self discipline
makes us less likely to
hurt other people and
quicker to make amends
when we do.” OA 12 & 12,
P. 10

From your editors:
Friends, beginning this
month Alice G. and Carrie
H. will co-lead our monthly Swan/El Cisne newsletter. We are grateful to be
able to serve in this way.
We will highlight the step
of the month and principle
each month. We encourage you to think about
how you would like to participate!
Contact us at
playswithwordz@gmail.com
or oacarrie@gmail.com.
We want to thank Elaine L.
for her service as Editor
during the past year and
express our gratitude for
her help in this transition.

August 2017
Announcements
Aug 5 & Sept 2
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation
Aug 12 & Sept 9
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
Aug 19
Developing and
Practicing
Spirituality in our
Recovery
1—4 p.m.,
Church of Reconciliation
Sept 23
Region III Theme
Party
5:30 p.m., OA
member’s Home,
BYODinner, have
fun, and help us
select the Region III
2019 Theme!
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Step 8—Principle 8...Members Share
When we consider the Step
8 principle of SELF DISCIPLINE, share an example of
how you see recovery ...

“Daily contact with fellow
compulsive overeaters—
reading the Big Book and OA
literature.”

“Self discipline is essential
in my recovery. I can only
access self discipline
through total surrender and
dependence on the daily
guidance of HP.”
“Yes, we harmed
other people, but we
have also damaged
ourselves with our
self-destructive
thinking, eating,
and living habits.
We have learned
that a complete
willingness to make
amends to
ourselves and to
forgive ourselves
for past mistakes
has been essential
to our recovery.”
OA 12 & 12, P. 69

“Following my food plan without exception. When I think I
am being deprived and crave
a trigger food, I remember, ‘I
have had enough’.”

“One of my best disciplines
is a 10th step every night.
Helps me see my day, etc.,
clearly and then sleep.”
Asking God for help is great,
but it is my responsibility to
take care of working my
steps, calling my sponsor,
praying, reading, working a
program and using all of the
tools.”

“The 4th Step. It is such a gift
to have a tool that I can use
at any time or on any problem. Also, looking at my part.
Keeps me from blaming
things on everybody else.”

“That morning meditation
becomes a natural, normal
part of my life. My relationship with God has grown
leaps and bounds, and this
helps me see the miracles
of recovery.”

“Daily surrender to my Higher
Power.”
“I am grateful for obedience,
as self-discipline, because I
have to surrender and be
willing to do whatever it takes
to stay in recovery. It is my
life and my responsibility. I
am empowered by the
strength of God and the love
and support of the group.

What is a self-discipline
practice you employ that
helps your recovery?
“Removing trigger foods
from my home.”

“The Simplicity Project
is a simple idea to help
YOU stay abstinent!
Got program? Got an
index card and a pen?
Write the essentials of
your program on the
front and back of an
index card, then carry
that card with you
wherever you go. Take
the card out and read
it anytime you need to
reaffirm your program.
Your card should have
whatever information,
reminders, prompts, or
action items you need
to remember in times
of stress. Keep it simple...it all has to fit on
one index card.”
For more on the Simplicity
Project go to
oa.org website
https://oa.org/members/
working-the-program/
abstinence-resources/

Newcomer’s Corner
Tools of Recovery—Telephone
Member to member contact
helps us share on a one-toone basis and avoid the isolation that is so common
among us. -The Tools of Recovery, P. 3.
I came into the OA rooms via
phone meetings just over four
years ago. The people I heard
on the line were telling my
story; they expressed their

hope, struggles, strength and
recovery. They were a lifeline
to me then, and continue to
be so today.
My phone can be oh-so-veryheavy, and I have heard others say the same. But ANY
TIME I pick up the phone, I am
encouraged by the conversation with an OA friend, and I
come away from the call so
very glad for the tool of telephone! -Carrie H.

If you are interested in trying
a phone meeting, go to
oa.org, Find a Meeting, and
Telephone meetings. You can
search by day of the week and
time of day. All calls are free.
Generally, when you call into a
meeting you are muted. You
do not have to speak. Daylong marathon phone meetings are held on most holidays– you can connect with
program even when you cannot leave the house!

August 2017
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San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
SAAI is duly registered with
the World Service Office of
Overeaters Anonymous.
Our primary purpose is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous and to serve and represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is
formed.

SAAI can be reached in the
following ways:
www.oasanantonio.com
Phone: 210.492.5400
Email:
oasanantonio@gmail.com
US mail:
SAAI
PO Box 5458
San Antonio, TX 78201

2017-2018 Board
Chair: Lea B.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary:
Melinda D.
Communications Secretary:
Jody H.
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
WSO Delegate: Mary Rose J.
Region III Representative:
Noé G.

2017-2018 Committees
Audio Library: Carolyn
Archives: Barbara F.
Communication: Jody H.
Swan/El Cisne:
Alice G., Carrie H.
Website: Jody H.
Public Information: Karen R.

*Have I worked up
through Step 7
with a sponsor?
*Am I willing to
start a list of
people I have
harmed?

SAAI Standing Committees
SAAI has standing and special
committees to carry out its
purposes in an effective and
efficient manner.

For
consideration:

Professional Outreach: Mary
Rose J.
Meeting Info/Phone line:
Sharon V.
Literature: Valerie S.
Lifeline Rep:
12 Step Within: Ron J.
Sponsorship
IDEA Day
Unity Day
Slumber Falls
Welcome Back/Newcomer:
Barbara V.

OA and AA literature can be
ordered and picked up at Intergroup meetings.
Literature forms online

*Am I willing to go
to any length to be
free?

Place literature order at:
oasaliterature@gmail.com
Want to receive The Swan/El
Cisne via email?
news@oasanantonio.com

Region III
and World
Service
OA News

*Have I made an
amends to myself

Region III 2019 Convention
and Assembly Updates
Join us on Saturday, September 23 at 5:30 pm at an OA
member’s home to help us
select the 2019 theme.
5:30-6:30 Bring your own
dinner
6:30—Recovery scavenger
hunt
7:00 –Theme selection
7:30—8:30—Speaker

Have you read an issue of Lifeline lately? Lifeline has been
described as a meeting in your
pocket, filled with experience,
strength and hope in living in
and working toward recovery!
Subscribe online at https://
oa.org/members/lifelinemagazine/subscribe/
for delivery to your home or an
online subscription!

Looking for recovery while
on the road? Try one of the
dozens of OA Podcasts on
workshops, step study, interviews, and literature at
http://www.oa.org/
oapodcasts/
OA Online and Phone meetings:
https://www.oa.org/
membersgroups/find-ameeting/

for past selfdestructive
behavior? What
does a “living
amends” mean to
me?

The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church North Building,
Room 128, Interpark Entrance, 12615 San
Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Elaine (210) 332-0551

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Barbara (210) 508-8727

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

Focus on Step Nine Principle:
OA Step 9:

A Member’s story :

Made direct
amends to such
people whenever
possible, except
when to do so
would injure them
or others.

The “Big
R” (RESPONSIBILITY)
is the lesson I learned
in doing Step 9. I
worked very closely
with many sponsors
throughout the years to
attain love and understanding of my fellowman and myself. For
many years I resented
others without seeing
that I caused harm. My
first 4th Step blamed
everyone else. In my
first amends, my Mother did not respond well,
when I told her, “I forgive you for all you did
to tick me off.”

Caption describing
picture
or graphic.
“This
step
has freed

us from the shackles
of our past mistakes
in a miraculous way.
Our lives are
changed, our broken
relationships are
mended, and the ill
will which poisoned
our hearts for years is
washed away.
OA 12 & 12, P. 75

I held onto resentments
towards my Mother for
13 years in program,
did the steps many
times, thought I had
made amends, but forgiveness was not there.
In 1986 a wise woman
said, “If you accepted
your Mother just as she
is, it wouldn't make any
difference to you what
she did.” Sometimes,
the statements in program that I haven't
liked have been exactly
what I needed.

Sept 2017

LOVE

Announcements

The principle of love,
with responsibility…
When I took responsibility for what I did to harm
my Mother, without saying what she did, my ill
will was erased. I owned
my part in 1993, and,
until she died in 2012,
we had a very peaceful
and loving relationship.
She had not changed,
but my mind and heart
had.

”Our only job is to clear
off our side of the street
by doing whatever we
can to right our
wrongs...Clearing off our
side of the street
requires us to be sincere
and direct in our
approach to people
we’ve hurt.

Sept 2 & Oct 7
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation
Sept 9 & Oct 14
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
Sept 23
Region III Theme
Party
5:30 p.m., OA
member’s Home,
BYODinner, have
fun, and help us
select the Region III
2019 Theme!

Step 9 has changed my
life. It took – and still
takes – courage to face
myself and begin to recover the innocence and
love of life that is inherent in all of us.
“Keep Coming Back. It
works when we work it.”
- From Sharon V.

To amend something
means to change it.
We complete our
amends for our wrongful
actions of the past by
changing our actions in
the future….Only by permanently changing our
harmful attitudes and
actions can we make it
up to ourselves and our
loved ones for the hurts
of the past.”
OA 12 & 12, P. 78-79

Nov 18
IDEA Day
International Day of
Experiencing
Abstinence
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Principle 9...Members Share
When we consider the Step 9
principle of LOVE, an example of
how I practice self-love and selfcare in recovery is….

“Much of what we
need to do in order
to make amends
won’t be easy, but
those who have
gone through with
step nine have
always found it to
be more than
worth the effort….
we can face the
future with a new
confidence. We no
longer need the
crutch of excess
food because we
have discovered a
way of life which
nourishes us.
OA 12 & 12, P. 8081

“Daily devotion to reading and
praying. Asking for blessings
only if to help others. Meet with
my sponsor...and get real. I
also listen to others and ask
God for the willingness and honesty to cooperate with His and
Her wishes for
me. I go inward to go outward.”
“To share my
recovery with
others openly.
It teaches me
that acceptance and love
of myself
benefits others
who may need
to hear this message, but most
importantly me.”
“To keep my commitment to ‘my
time’ to exercise in the morning
and attend my home meeting
even when my husband or children think they need this or
that.”
“I have learned to practice selfcare by setting boundaries that
honor ‘me-time’ that I need to

attend meetings, meditate, and
de-stress. My self-love comes in
the form of my self-talk. When I
catch myself putting myself down,
I put my hand on my heart and
offer words of love to myself. ‘I
love you. You’re doing your best.
You’re growing.’”

I experience love in OA when…
“I hear people share at meetings and (when people) ask
about me afterwards.”
“When others reach out to me
during the week. I feel that
connection and understand it
as the love between people
who understand and just want
to help and support.”
“People
come to me
after a
meeting
with hugs,
and words
of love, care
and encouragement.”

I practice a living amends when…
“I pray for those I have resentment towards. Pray for his or her
blessings. Go to that person, admit my flaw and sincerely apologize, asking for forgiveness. Treat
the person in a better way; give
love.”
“Refrain from talking about
others.”
“I do intentional acts of kindness.”

“I am told
‘thank you
for sharing’
‘I really
listen to what you say’. When
someone hugs me and
reaches out by phone, text or
in person. If someone calls
me because they need someone to talk to.”
“I come and listen and share.”
“I know people here understand me. Sharing our real
lives in a context of
‘experience, strength, and
hope’, I know I am loved,
accepted, cared for.”

Newcomer’s Corner
Tools of Recovery—Literature
Need a way to connect daily
with program? Read For Today and Voices of Recovery,
two daily mediations for OA.
Want to know the history of
OA and how our program
came about? Read Beyond
Our Wildest Dreams. OA
founder, Rozanne, tells her
personal story of struggle with
compulsive eating as she

chronicles the early years of OA.
Ever delved into the Big Book of
Alcoholics Anonymous? It is the
foundation of all 12-step recovery programs, first published
nearly 80 years ago, and as
powerful and relevant today!
Lifeline, is a meeting in your
pocket—hard copy or electronic.
But wait, there’s more...

Need support for living just for
today, developing an eating
plan, using the tools of recovery, maintaining a healthy
body weight, working a strong
program, or 12-stepping a
problem? OA has a pamphlet
for these topics and many
more.
Literature—available at every
meeting and online at oa.org.
Get your literature today!

Sept 2017

San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
SAAI is duly registered with
the World Service Office of
Overeaters Anonymous.
Our primary purpose is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous and to serve and represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is
formed.

SAAI can be reached in the
following ways:
www.oasanantonio.com
Phone: 210.492.5400
Email:
oasanantonio@gmail.com
US mail:
SAAI
PO Box 5458
San Antonio, TX 78201
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Thoughts about
Step 9:

2017-2018 Board
Chair: Lea B.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary:
Melinda D.
Communications Secretary:
Kari B.
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
WSO Delegate: Mary Rose J.
Region III Representative:
Noé G.

“Many of us have
found it advisable
to discuss the
actions we are
about to take with

SAAI Standing Committees
SAAI has standing and special
committees to carry out its
purposes in an effective and
efficient manner.
2017-2018 Committees
Audio Library: Carolyn
Archives: Barbara F.
Communication: Kari B.
Swan/El Cisne:
Alice G., Carrie H.
Website: Kari B.
Public Information: Karen R.

Region III and
World Service
OA News
Region III 2019 Convention
and Assembly Updates
Join us on Saturday, September 23 at 5:30 pm at an OA
member’s home to help us
select the 2019 theme.
5:30-6:30 Bring your own
dinner
6:30 - Recovery scavenger
hunt
7:00 –Theme selection
7:30 - 8:30 - Speaker

Professional Outreach: Mary
Rose J.
Meeting Info/Phone line:
Sharon V.
Literature: Valerie S.
Lifeline Rep:
12 Step Within: Ron J.
Sponsorship
IDEA Day
Unity Day
Slumber Falls
Welcome Back/Newcomer:
Barbara V.

From the
Spirituality
Workshop...
OA fellows met on Saturday,
August 19 to discuss the topic
of developing and practicing
spirituality in recovery. Several
people shared their own spiritual journey and we experienced
two types of meditation.
Members said, I am glad I came
today because…
“It showed me how critical my
spirituality is to my recovery and
everyday life.”
“I learned a simple but powerful
short meditation that allowed
my mind to be free-er.”

a sponsor or other
OA and AA literature can be
ordered and picked up at Intergroup meetings.
Literature forms online
Place literature order at:
oasaliterature@gmail.com

person who
understands the
12-step way of
life. “ Am I willing
to take this first
step?

Want to receive The Swan/
El Cisne via email?
news@oasanantonio.com

“I felt open to people
when so often I want to
hide.”
“I heard how spirituality is
key to program. We all have
something to share.”
“It made me think more
about my journey in developing a relationship with God. It
also helped me get more
motivated to go further in the
journey.”
“I was encouraged to keep
on keeping on.”
“I reconnected with those in
OA I hadn’t seen in awhile.”
“Great people, amazing
atmosphere, insightful
sharing.”

“The purpose of
Step 9 is to clear
away guilt and ill
will so that we
may establish
better
relationships.. Am
I willing to let go
any expectations I
have of how the
other person will
receive me?
OA 12 & 12, P. 76

The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church North Building,
Room 128, Interpark Entrance, 12615 San
Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Elaine (210) 332-0551

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Barbara (210) 508-8727

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

Have an idea for The Swan/El Cisne? Want to contribute content for an upcoming issue?
Contact co-editors:

Alice at playswithwordz@gmail.com

Carrie at oacarrie@gmail.com

Focus on Step Ten Principle:
OA Step 10:
Continued to take
personal inventory
and when we were
wrong, promptly
admitted it.

“One aspect of this
Caption describing
program
that keeps
picture or graphic.

us here is the promise of permanent
recovery….We read
on page 204 of our
For Today book,
“Repetition is the
only form of permanence that nature
can achieve.” If we
are to experience
permanent
recovery from
compulsive eating,
we will have to
repeat, day after day,
the actions that have
already brought us so
much healing.”
OA 12 & 12, P. 83

A Member’s story:
The perseverance I
didn't know I needed
Before I started my
recovery in OA, when I
was still trying to manage my eating disorder
and my anxiety on my
own, I remember telling
a friend that it seemed
like it took a special
recipe of a dozen different things that I needed
to do each day to feel
okay. At the time, this
included getting enough
sleep, exercising, praying
or meditating, eating
well, and going to
therapy. Little did I know
then that I was talking
about the 12 Steps of
OA, along with other
basic aspects of selfcare, and the recovery
available to me through
the program.
I have to admit that
when I first started the
program I had one foot
in and one foot out. I
thought I could attend
for "maintenance"
because I had just
completed several years

PERSEVERANCE
of therapy. I was fine, I
thought, until I encountered a health scare
related to my 20-year
eating disorder that put
me right back on the road
to recovery.
There, I was introduced to
perseverance. There, at
an unexpected low point
in my life, I began to
discover that recovery is
forever for me, and that
thought was comforting. I
didn't have to try to keep
all of my balls in the air
so that I could attain the
perfect standard of getting "over" my disorder. I'd
heard the saying of
"taking it one day at a
time" before, but I didn't
find peace until I put it
into practice.
It was humbling to see
that symptoms of my
disease could sneak back
up on me at any time. It
was also humbling to see
that the same food and
body issues appeared for
the friends I've met in my
OA meetings. What's the
answer to the long path
we're going to walk together for the years to
come? Perseverance, I've

learned. Putting one foot
in front of the other.
Taking it one step (and
ultimately 12 steps) at a
time.
Nobody likes to be told
that they'll have to put
continuous and even lifelong effort toward maintaining their health. My
first question was:
Shouldn't it be easier? But
as I'm coming to the close
of completing my 12 steps
with my sponsor, and I'm
reaping many of the
benefits of recovery, now I
start to ask myself: Would
I change my disease and
my path if I could? Many
days, I don't think so. My
eating disorder brought
me to OA, which brought
me to a supportive
community unlike any
other, which brought me to
the perseverance I need to
stay happy and healthy. At
least, for today.
— Bethany R.

October 2017
Announcements
Oct 7 & Nov 4
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation
Oct 14 & Nov. 11
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
Nov 18
IDEA Day
International Day of
Experiencing
Abstinence
Dec 12
12th Step Within
Day
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Principle 10...Members Share on Perseverance
When we consider the Step 10
principle of perseverance, what
do I do each day to persevere in
my recovery?

“The 10th Step
Check up:
A
Abstinence. Was I
abstinent today?
E Exercise. Did I
exercise mind and
body today?
I What did I do for
myself today?
O OTHERS. What
did I do for others
today?
U Uncover. Is there
something
unresolved I must
talk with someone
about immediately?
-Adapted from John
K. at Slumber Falls

“Follow my food plan, make
time to read literature and
write, pray and meditate, look
for ways to practice my program
in the daily challenges, share
my recovery with others and do
service. Remember there is
more recovery ahead and not
get complacent or comfortable
with the recovery I have.”
“I take it day by day, reminding
myself that I only need to tackle
one anxiety—or meal--at a time.”
“When I consider 10th step
each day and what I do for my
recovery and a good night’s
sleep...I use page 138 of the
green 12 step workbook. I ponder 5 things I'm grateful for, 5
things I like about myself (that's
hard some days). Then I work
the list: was I resentful, selfish,
dishonest, jealous, fearful, restless, irritable, discontent? Was I
kind and loving towards all? Do
I owe an amends? What did I do
for others? What could I have
done better? What did I do
well?”
“I exercise; I focus on my body
and try to feel if I'm hungry or
not. I also pray.”

Newcomer’s Corner
30 Day Abstinence Story
Hi, my name is Kristi, and I’m an
anorexic. Today is my 30 day
mark of food abstinence, and
while it’s only the beginning for
me, I am so grateful to have a
glimpse of what sanity around
food can be.
When I first joined OA in late May,
I didn’t really understand the
program. I just knew that I had
been told, as an athlete, to lose
weight...but to not starve (which

How do I continue to work my
program during
times I feel it
isn’t working or
not working fast
enough?
“I try to just
surrender the
struggle. This
disease is like
quick sand- the
more you
struggle, the
worse it gets. I go
to meetings or
listen to a phone
meeting, call someone in program, call a sponsor. I like the
phrase ‘Easy does it’.
“I exercise; I paint, draw or sing
and I pray.”

“I rely on meetings and hearing how others are recovering.
I can see them change before
me and I am reminded growth
will come for me, too. I also
talk to others about how discouraged I am in my program
and ask them how they get
through such times and know
I am not alone.”
As I look back over time, I see
how perseverance has resulted in growth/change in….

“My relationships. I am more
patient with those closest to
me and less worried or
focused on getting my needs
met. I realize there is so
much in the world and I can
relax and enjoy this moment
with the people I love.”
“My anxieties. Working the steps has led
me to real moments
of peace and happiness I've never had
before.”

“Go to meetings! When I feel
stuck, I am encouraged and
reminded by other OA members of
the progress I've made. Even
showing up is progress in the
program.”

has totally been my “go to” program). All that I had ever known
was how to starve, and so any
“diet” shot me straight back into
anorexia. It was a part of my life
that I DIDN’T want to go back to.
Then I found OA. The first meeting? Well---let’s just say I wasn’t
prepared for it! No one had told me
that these meetings were ACTUALLY
like what you see represented as AA
on TV….and THAT WAS WEIRD!

“My eating and my
life. Is it perfect? No!
Yet it is so much better than it was. I am
grateful I found OA
and made the decision to
keep coming back. Thank you
OAs for being there for me
when I was buried in this
disease with no way out.”

Plus, everyone around me (who I
now consider family) said they
were a compulsive eater. I knew
only that I was NOT. While the
stories I heard were about how
difficult it was to STOP eating, I
was thinking how hard it was to
START.
But, for the first time, I heard
something I’d never heard before:
other people had “crazy” ideas
when it came to food!
(Continued on P. 3)

October 2017

San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
SAAI is duly registered with
the World Service Office of
Overeaters Anonymous.
Our primary purpose is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions of Overeaters
Anonymous and to serve and
represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is
formed.

SAAI can be reached in the
following ways:
www.oasanantonio.com
Phone: 210.492.5400
Email:
oasanantonio@gmail.com
US mail:
SAAI
PO Box 5458
San Antonio, TX 78201
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“The tenth Step

2017-2018 Board

begins with the

Chair: Lea B.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary:
Melinda D.
Communications Secretary:
Kari B.
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
WSO Delegate: Mary Rose J.
Region III Representative:
Noé G.

word ‘continued’,
our first clue that
perseverance is
about to become
a key aspect of
our recovery
program.”

SAAI Standing Committees
SAAI has standing and special
committees to carry out its
purposes in an effective and
efficient manner.
2017-2018 Committees
Audio Library: Carolyn
Archives: Barbara F.
Communication: Kari B.
Swan/El Cisne:
Alice G., Carrie H.
Website: Kari B.
Public Information: Karen R.

Professional Outreach:
Mary Rose J.
Meeting Info/Phone line:
Sharon V.
Literature: Valerie S.
Lifeline Rep: OPEN
12 Step Within: Ron J.
Sponsorship
IDEA Day
Unity Day
Slumber Falls
Welcome Back/Newcomer:
Barbara V.

OA and AA literature can be
ordered and picked up at Intergroup meetings.
Literature forms online
Place literature order at:
oasaliterature@gmail.com

“The purpose of
Step 10 is to

Want to receive The Swan/El
Cisne via email?
news@oasanantonio.com

identify and
remove from our
path ... pride, fear,
anger, self-pity
greed, and other

Region III
News
Region III 2019 Convention
Updates
We had great fun and turnout
for the Region III Theme Party
on Sept. 23. We began the
evening with fellowship and a
meal, followed by an interactive
scavenger hunt to get our creative juices flowing. Groups then
created possible theme ideas
for the Convention. Everyone
voted on their favorite theme.
And the winner is….
Steppin’ It Up—OA in SA
Take Your Program to a New
Level.

Newcomer’s
Corner, Cont...
Hours of mental battles spent
thinking about what to eat? Obsession with weight and exercise?
Umm, HELLO! That’s ME!!!!
And I slowly began to feel at home
in the meetings. My HP blessed me
so much in that there was always
another anorexic in most of my
early meetings I went to (I am told
this is rare!) But it helped me to
find my place in OA.
My journey to abstinence didn’t
happen quickly. Although I DID find
a sponsor fairly soon-it took SO
MUCH LONGER to get on track. I
think I went through at least 4 or 5
different food “plans” before I finally found one that worked. And my
sponsor’s difficult words to me of

“you need to be honest with
yourself about your recovery”
really hit home. You see- It
wasn’t enough to just eat (even
though that still feels HUGE to
me!) It didn’t matter if I was
eating...if that stuff was
junk. Because how was that
recovery? I am so very grateful
for my sponsor and my HP. She
had the guts to just be real with
me.
Today, at day 30, finally abstinent for that precious month, it
feels like FOREVER. But I know
that it’s only a start. There’s so
much more healing, recovery,
and ultimately service for me to
do. But for today—I can say—30
days feels AWESOME! One day
at a time. It is so worth it, and
for once, I am starting to see
that life can just be
that...life...NOT food!
—Kristi, 30 days abstinent :)

emotions which
are bringing pain
into our lives and
keeping us from
growing today.
OA 12 & 12 P. 84

A helpful nightly
inventory is found
in AA’s Big Book,
P. 86 beginning
with “When I
retire at night …”

The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church North Building,
Room 128, Interpark Entrance, 12615 San
Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Kristy (512) 393-1366

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Barbara (210) 508-8727

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

Have an idea for The Swan/El Cisne? Want to contribute content for an upcoming issue?
Contact co-editors:

Alice at playswithwordz@gmail.com

Carrie at oacarrie@gmail.com

Focus on Step Eleven Principle:

SPIRITUAL AWARENESS

November 2017
Announcements

OA Step 11:

A Member’s Story

Sought through
prayer and meditation to improve
our conscious
contact with God
as we understood
Him, praying only
for knowledge of
His will for us and
Caption describing
the
power to carry
picture or graphic.
that out.

Step 11 contains both
instructions on how to
improve our conscious
contact with our higher
power and why we would
want to do that. In my
disease my prayers were
about not gaining
weight: “God, just please
let me eat whatever I
want and not gain
weight.” I meditated on
what a great thing that
would be, because food
was my solution for how
to live life on life’s terms.

“In OA we share a
belief that we can
each recover through
a spiritual relationship with a Power
which is greater than
ourselves alone….Our
program does not
promote or favor any
particular concept of
the exact nature of
this Power.”
OA 12 & 12, P. 92

Then the solution
became the problem,
and I was fortunate
enough to find OA, where
I learned that my
compulsive eating was
just a symptom of a
need for a relationship
with a higher power. I
am glad my eating
problem had “beaten me
into a state of
reasonableness,”
because at my first
meeting, when I heard
talk of a higher power, I
thought, “I’ll try anything
- even God.”
My journey began first by
admitting powerlessness, then conceding

there must be a power
greater than me that
could work this out, then
deciding to hope that I
could access this power.
The instructions on how
to do this were clear: Do
Steps 4-9. I was asked to
continue looking at things
that got in the way of
accessing this power in
Step 10 and to seek this
relationship and improve
it by prayer and
meditation in Step 11.
How do I practice the
Step 11 principle of
spiritual awareness? I
stop praying for things I
want and meditating on
unrealistic scenarios. I
know that it is God’s will
for me to maintain my
abstinence, and through
prayer and meditation I
can find the power to
carry that out. Alcoholics
Anonymous (Big Book)
gives me concrete ways
to do this on pages 86 88. There are questions
to ask myself when I
retire at night. There is
consideration about the
day ahead upon awakening. There are actions to

take during the day. All
along I ask my Higher
Power to forgive me, direct
me, and refocus me.
My spiritual awareness is
that I don’t get as far from
this conscious contact as I
used to. The blessing of
recovery is that I am just a
phone call, a meeting, or
prayer away from this
reminder. This awareness
not only keeps me out of
the food, but also gives
me so much more: a life I
never even knew I really
wanted. The insatiable
quest for more is satisfied
at last. The only word that
comes close to describing
this is miraculous. I am so
glad my friends in OA have
told me to stay for the
miracle.
Lynn G.

Nov 4 & Dec 2
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation
Nov. 11 & Dec. 9
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
Nov 18, Saturday
IDEA Day
International Day of
Experiencing
Abstinence,
Theme: Gratitude
1—3 p.m., Church of
Reconciliation,
Brown Hall
Dec 12, Tuesday
12th Step Within
Day,
7 pm, Alamo
Heights Baptist
Church
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Principle 11...Members Share on Spiritual Awareness
When I consider the Step 11
principle of spiritual awareness,
a daily practice I use to improve
my conscious contact with God
as I understand him is...

“In order to recover
from compulsive
eating, we
need a living,
developing, ongoing
relationship with
this Higher Power,
and we find having
complete freedom
to seek that
relationship is a vital
aspect of our
program. It takes
more than spiritual
freedom, however,
to establish and
develop a
relationship with a
Power greater than
ourselves. WE HAVE
TO TAKE ACTION.

“Each day I start my day with an
acknowledgement of the healing, guiding and protecting
energies which surround me for
the entire day.”
“I use a “God Box” to help
symbolize me giving my will,
problems, etc. to God. I say a
prayer and give myself space to
hear an answer.”

Tell of an experience when you
knew you were aligned with your
Higher Power?

“As I look back over time, I see
how my spiritual awareness
has grown….

“During my meditation one morning, as I was asking for help, I
heard a voice (not unusual by
now) telling me to drink no
carbonated beverage or coffee.
Later, I found that those foods
would have—and had—harmed
me. I still refrain from coffee and
soda.”

“Over time, I see how my trust
in my HP has grown and
strengthened. The intuition
that comes as described in
the Big Book is often there for
me.”

“When my son was diagnosed
with cancer, I felt God holding
me.”

“I thank God for another day in
the morning, and do readings
from spiritual literature. I offer
up my prayers for others.”

“By observing my growth of
self-compassion. As my belief
in a HP grew, my love for
myself grew; and as I loved
myself more, I saw that my HP
loved me more. They have
grown hand in hand.”

“Read my Bible prayerfully.
Also, talk to God as I go through
my day, knowing He cares
about me and everything I deal
with, big and little.”
“I begin my day with my journal
and OA literature. As I read For
Today and Voices of Recovery, I
find I want to respond to what I
have read and how it applies to
my program. Writing has
become my prayer to HP—
gratitude, releasing character
defects, renewed willingness,
complete honesty. My prayer
journal has become an intimate
connection with HP.”

OA 12 & 12, P. 92

“I knew I was aligned with my HP
when I became very upset over a
person’s message to me. I was
able to calm myself and affirm
myself, and then reach out. My
HP was present and speaking for
me when I couldn’t speak for myself.”

Applying Step 11:
PAUSE
Pause
And
Use
Step
Eleven

Newcomer’s Corner
What is IDEA Day? Thanks for
asking!
IDEA Day—International Day of
Experiencing Abstinence—is
celebrated each year on the third
Saturday in November. The day
was established to encourage
members worldwide to begin or
reaffirm their abstinence from
compulsive overeating.
Join OA friends from the San
Antonio area on Saturday,
November 18, from 1—3 p.m. to

celebrate IDEA Day. The theme will
be Gratitude. We will have a
speaker and break out sessions.
IDEA Day is hosted this year by the
Monday and Friday, 930 a.m.
meetings.

This year Twelfth Step Within Day
will be celebrated on Tuesday,
December 12 at the Alamo
Heights Baptist Church, beginning
at 7:00 p.m.

What is Twelfth Step Within Day?

Come out and give service to
other OAs by participating in this
special Tuesday evening meeting!

Twelfth Step Within Day is
celebrated on December 12 each
year. It is a day to give Twelfth Step
service to a OA members still
suffering or in relapse.

November 2017

San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
SAAI is duly registered with
the World Service Office of
Overeaters Anonymous.
Our primary purpose is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions of Overeaters
Anonymous and to serve and
represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is
formed.

SAAI can be reached in the
following ways:
www.oasanantonio.com
Phone: 210.492.5400
Email:
oasanantonio@gmail.com
US mail:
SAAI
PO Box 5458
San Antonio, TX 78201
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“Our Higher Power

2017-2018 Board

is the only source

Chair: Lea B.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary:
Melinda D.
Communications Secretary:
OPEN
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
WSO Delegate: Mary Rose J.
Region III Representative:
Noé G.

of help that is
always available
to us, always
strong enough to
lift us up and set
our feet on the
path of life.
Prayer and
meditation are our

SAAI Standing Committees
SAAI has standing and special
committees to carry out its
purposes in an effective and
efficient manner.
2017-2018 Committees
Audio Library: Steve M.
Archives: Barbara F.
Communication: Kari B.
Swan/El Cisne:
Alice G., Carrie H.
Website: Kari B.
Public Information: Karen R.

Region III News
Want to connect with regional
events?
Check out the calendar at
www.Oaregion3.org or
View Region III intergroup
websites for their upcoming
events at
www.oaregion3.org/r3welcome/directory/
Coming….Spring 2018
Region III Convention
April 13-15, 2018
Salt Lake City, Utah
http://www.oautah.org/
events.html#archRecover

Professional Outreach:
Mary Rose J.
Meeting Info/Phone line:
Sharon V.
Literature: Valerie S.
Lifeline Rep: OPEN
12 Step Within: Ron J.
Sponsorship
IDEA Day
Unity Day
Slumber Falls
Welcome Back/Newcomer:
Barbara V.

links to this
OA and AA literature can be
ordered and picked up at Intergroup meetings.
Literature forms online
Place literature order at:
oasaliterature@gmail.com
Want to receive The Swan/
El Cisne via email?

unfailing source.
Practiced regularly
they open our
lives to the
comfort we sought
in food but could
never find.

news@oasanantonio.com

World Service News
“Sponsorship Success” Podcasts—
Sponsoring others is a vital service
in OA. Our “Sponsorship Success”
podcast series can help you prepare for your first sponsee or give
you fresh ideas for your existing
sponsorship service. VISIT oa.org/
podcasts to listen to these latest
additions in our series:
Episode 7: What are some different
sponsoring types?
Episode 8: How do you work the
Twelve Steps with a sponsee?
Episode 9: How do you work the
Twelve Traditions with a sponsee?
WSO Service News taken from WSO
website at oa.org.

Each Tradition Explained in a
Three-Minute Video
“Take a Walk Down the Traditions” is a series of video
presentations designed to quickly explain each of our Twelve
Traditions. The Traditions can
be applied effectively to all
human relationships and help
with problem-solving both inside
and outside the rooms of OA.

Through prayer

These videos support our
strategic effort to grow OA unity
worldwide. Do your part by
watching these videos and
encouraging fellow members to
do the same. Find the first five
videos at oa.org/podcasts, and
keep an eye out for more to
come.

everything we

and meditation we
align ourselves
with a higher
spiritual power
which gives us
need to live to our
fullest potential.
OA 12 & 12 P. 98

The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church North Building,
Room 128, Interpark Entrance, 12615 San
Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Kristy (512) 393-1366

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Barbara (210) 508-8727

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

Have an idea for The Swan/El Cisne? Want to contribute content for an upcoming issue?
Contact co-editors:

Alice at playswithwordz@gmail.com

Carrie at oacarrie@gmail.com

Focus on Step Twelve Principle:

December 2017

SERVICE

Announcements

OA Step 12:

A Member’s Story

Having had a
spiritual awakening as the result
of these steps, we
tried to carry this
message to
compulsive
overeaters and to
practice these
Caption describing
principles
in all
picture or graphic.
our affairs.

OA’s responsibility pledge
states: “Always to extend
the hand and heart of OA
to all who share my
compulsion: for this, I am
responsible.” (WSO 1977)
Upon first entering OA, I
had no idea what that
meant or how to practice
the Fifth Tradition. I also
needed to learn how important that responsibility
was to my personal
recovery.

“We now have a message of hope to carry
to other compulsive
overeaters. We who
once suffered from
complete powerlessness to control our
eating and our lives
have now discovered
the saving strength of
a Power greater than
ourselves. We have
experienced the
miracle of physical,
emotional and
spiritual healing, just
as we were promised
when we began
these steps.”
OA 12 & 12, P. 99

Early in program an OA
saying caught my
attention: “Service is
slimming.” Since I wanted
to be “Slim,” I determined
to learn about service. A
number of “old timers”
asked constantly: “What
service are you doing
today?” I didn’t understand what that meant or
what was involved, but I
wanted the kind of
recovery they had – one
that lasted for decades. I
was more determined
than ever to learn how to
be of service.
At that time it was popular
in San Diego to have Step
Studies in one’s home. My
sponsor had been doing
one for several years. She
suggested I try it, so my
husband and I started a
Step Study in our home.

It was so fulfilling and
encouraging! In that group
I learned about the
importance of sponsoring
and have sponsored ever
since. I discovered a
proven way to incorporate
the Twelve Steps into a
way of living and a life
beyond our wildest dreams
for both myself and my
sponsees.
Another concept of Service
that I clung to for dear life
was: “You can’t keep it, if
you don’t give it away.” I
started serving at the
meeting level by serving on
the board of one of the
largest and oldest
meetings in San Diego.
Then I became meeting
Secretary and later was
responsible for finding
speakers. Again I learned
the value of being
connected and being part
of a group of recovering
Compulsive Overeaters.
After moving to Texas, I
started serving at Intergroup, Region and World
levels. As Region III
Representative, I flew to
Phoenix, AZ, for my first
Region Assembly. What an
amazing experience that
was to meet so many

Compulsive Eaters in the
region and learn even
more about service! As
World Service
Representative, I was
privileged to see more than
180 delegates from around
the globe come together to
develop new ways to
“extend the hand and heart
of OA to all who share my
compulsion.” I had an
amazing awareness about
the importance of Unity.
Diverse beliefs and vantage
points somehow came to
together in unanimous
decisions, which I saw as
miraculous.
Service works! Just like the
program, it works if you do
it.
— By Mary J.

Dec 2
9:45am Step Study,
Church of Reconciliation
Dec. 9 & Jan13
9:45am Intergroup,
Church of Reconciliation
10am Newcomer/
Welcome Back,
Church of Reconciliation
Dec 12, Tuesday
12th Step Within
Day
7 - 8:30 pm,
Alamo Heights
Baptist Church,
6501 Broadway,
San Antonio, 78209
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Principle 12...Members Share on Service
When I consider the Step 12
principle of service, what is the
message of hope I have to carry
to other compulsive overeaters?

“Looking back at
how far we’ve come,
many of us have
been tempted to
think we have
arrived at the end of
the journey. The
truth, learned from
the experiences of
thousands of OAs,
is….we still haven’t
arrived. The twelfth
step invites us to
continue the journey
one day at a time for
the rest of our lives.
We need to keep
moving forward in
recovery, keep
developing our
spiritual

“I talk about how bad my health
was. I share that I could not
bend over and pick up something on the floor or tie my own
shoes. I could barely climb one
flight of stairs, taking one step
at a time. After less than a year
with OA’s help I can do all those
things and more? That’s hope!”
“In my experience, sharing with
others and for others, frees me
from myself and allows me to
know that my ego is in check.”
“It’s true what they say in this
program….when I give service, I
GET so much MORE than what I
give. I am always encouraged
when I give service.”
What part has service in OA
played in my recovery?

“Doing service has been a way to
keep me coming back. I ‘have to’
go to a meeting, if I have volunteered to do service. I ‘have to’
answer a call, if I have made a
plan to talk. Service has sometimes been a substitute for willingness, and I am grateful!”
How do I share my OA experience
with other compulsive overeaters?

“I have lost over 40 pounds in the
past seven months. People
comment on it and ask how I did
it, and I take every opportunity to
share about OA. I also listen, and
anytime I hear someone say ‘I
wish I could lose 10 pounds’, or
‘fit into this’ or..’if only’...I jump to
tell them my experience with OA.”
“Through phone calls, one on one,
and sharing in meetings, I share
my experience.”

HEARD AT IDEA DAY...
International Day of Experiencing
Abstinence was celebrated on
Saturday, Nov. 18. The day was
established to encourage members worldwide to begin or
reaffirm their abstinence from
compulsive overeating.
Something I heard today that I want
to implement…
“It’s OK to do it different ways.”
“Principles before personalities—it
didn’t fully click until today that we
are putting recovery before what
people “like” about us. Even those
with big, sparkly personalities are
here to love and serve, not
impress.”
“Releasing others from impossibly
high standards releases me to
accept myself and my
shortcomings.”
I am glad I came today because…
”God has restored

me to sanity
through following
a few simple
rules. “

“The example of others has
challenged me to do so as well.
By calling others, sharing, listening to their stories, I learn, I
grow. I realize I, too can
change. It makes me do more!”

“I got to hear the
story of a very
compulsive dieter
I very much
identify with, in
person. And I feel
wholly accepted.”

“Representing my group in
intergroup has helped me to
grow spiritually and emotionally.
Thinking of others is so freeing.”

“I get to be with
people who understand me.”

consciousness...”
OA 12 & 12, P. 100

IDEA Day, Continued….

Newcomer’s Corner
What is 12th Step Within Day?
An OA holiday celebrated on
December 12 each year. The
purpose is to carry the message
of recovery in OA to those still
suffering in and out of the
rooms.
We will celebrate 12th Step
Within Day on Tuesday evening,
Dec. 12, from 7—8:30 p.m. at
Alamo Heights Baptist Church,
6501 Broadway, San Antonio,
78209.

We are people who know and
understand what it is like to
struggle with compulsive eating,
compulsive food behaviors and
every manner of destructive food
behavior. We will gather together
as OA fellows to listen and share
our experience, strength, hope
and recovery.
To the newcomer, the returning
member, the OA member—you are
welcome! Come and share your
experience and be encouraged.
See you there!

A message of hope to my fellows
I want to share…”The steps work
surprisingly well! I finally have
day-to-day relief from anxiety,
food, obsession and compulsion,
over-exercise and bulimia. I am
practicing the steps daily.”
“It confirms my dream that by the
power of God it will happen—
abstinence.”
“Surrender to your Higher Power
because we all deserve to be
happy, joyous, and free.”
“Just showing up is half the
battle.”

December 2017

San Antonio Area Intergroup—Service Board
SAAI is duly registered with
the World Service Office of
Overeaters Anonymous.
Our primary purpose is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions of Overeaters
Anonymous and to serve and
represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is
formed.

SAAI can be reached in the
following ways:
www.oasanantonio.com
Phone: 210.492.5400
Email:
oasanantonio@gmail.com
US mail:
SAAI
PO Box 5458
San Antonio, TX 78201

2017-2018 Board
Chair: Lea B.
Vice Chair: Lynn G.
Treasurer: Lenora M.
Recording Secretary:
Melinda D.
Communications Secretary:
Mike H.
Parliamentarian: Julene F.
WSO Delegate: Mary Rose J.
Region III Representative:
Noé G.
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“We who began
working the steps
in order to recover
from compulsive
eating now find
that through them
we have
embarked on a
lifelong journey of
spiritual growth.
...We gratefully
follow in the

SAAI Standing Committees
SAAI has standing and special
committees to carry out its
purposes in an effective and
efficient manner.
2017-2018 Committees
Audio Library: Steve M.
Archives: Barbara F.
Communication: Mike H.
Swan/El Cisne:
Alice G., Carrie H.
Website: Mike H.
Public Information: Karen R.

Professional Outreach:
Mary Rose J.
Meeting Info/Phone line:
Sharon V.
Literature: Valerie S.
Lifeline Rep: OPEN
12 Step Within: Ron J.
Sponsorship
IDEA Day
Unity Day
Slumber Falls
Welcome Back/Newcomer:
Barbara V.

footsteps of many
OA and AA literature can be
ordered and picked up at Intergroup meetings.
Literature forms online
Place literature order at:
oasaliterature@gmail.com
Want to receive The Swan/
El Cisne via email?
news@oasanantonio.com

World Service News—Serving Through Giving
Seventh Tradition: Giving Enough
and Keeping Enough
- Bonnie L., General Service
Trustee, Treasurer
My name is Bonnie and I am a
recovering compulsive overeater.
I am enjoying the honor, and the
challenge, of serving as your
treasurer.
MAKE an ARC. Are you familiar
with our Automatic Recurring
Contribution plan? On the oa.org
website, there is a simple
“Contribute” button that allows
OA members to make direct contributions, and you can choose to
contribute monthly or quarterly.
In July 2017, ARC donors contributed $6,214. It works!

If each member of OA were to
contribute just $30 per year, we
would be fully self-supporting.
Please consider contributing with
an ARC. Go to oa.org/contribute.
Thank you to those who are already
contributing.
Put a Prudent Reserve in the
Budget. OA’s World Service Office
maintains a prudent reserve, which
means having enough put aside to
cover three months of expenses.
Groups and service bodies should
also have a prudent reserve — do
you know what a three month
reserve is for your group or service
body? (Three months is a suggestion; it’s what we do at the world
service level.) Do you keep only
that amount aside and pass along
the excess to your intergroup or
region or to the WSO?

others who have
walked this way
before us….”
“Those of us who
live this program
don’t simply carry

the message; we
are the message.

Some groups and service bodies
are just not aware of our Prudent
Reserve Guidelines and therefore carry rather large balances
in their treasuries (in rare cases,
thousands of dollars sitting in a
bank account). You may want to
consider this topic for discussion
at a future business meeting.

Each day that we

Together We Can! Making an
ARC and regularly passing
forward funds in excess of a
prudent reserve will help us
maintain our Tradition of being
fully self-supporting.

of Overeaters

We sincerely appreciate your
continued support! Together we
can do what we could never do
alone.

well and be well,

-From A Step Ahead, Fourth
Quarter at oa.org.

live well, we are
well. We are
always happy to
share our secret:
The twelve steps
Anonymous,
which empower
each of us to live
one day at a
time.”
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The Meet Up
Step Study/ Discussion and
Speaker (2nd
Sun)
Literature: Currently Big Book

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G. (210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210 5084 De
Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

9:30 A.M.

Vera C. (210) 494-2713

Shearer Hills Baptist Church North Building,
Room 128, Interpark Entrance, 12615 San
Pedro 78216

7:00 P.M.

Graciela (210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
Literatura/ Dis(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor entrar
cusion
por la puerta del costado)

7:30 P.M.

Ken R. (210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Noé (210) 392-8031

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

12:00 P.M.

Kay (404) 286-9169

Unity Church of the Hill Country, 1016 Jefferson
Steps/Traditions
St., Library, Kerrville 78028

7:30 P.M.

Barbara D. (210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation, Brigid Room,
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

12:00 P.M.

Mary Helen (210) 534-5875

Crestholme Presbyterian Church
1602 Goliad- Room right behind church

Discussion

7:00 P.M.

Kristy (512) 393-1366

Unity Church, Life Room, 408 Gruene Rd.
New Braunfels 78130

Step Study

9:30 A.M.

Gwen (210) 862-8211

N.E. Christian Church 2839 Woodbury
(at
Nacodoches) 78217 (.6 miles outside Loop
410)

Literature Discussion Speaker 2nd
Fri.

12 Noon

Destine (956) 744-5011

Christ Church Episcopal
Laredo

English/Spanish

7:00 P.M.

Heather L. (210) 884-9466

University United Methodist Church Main Entrance Second Floor, Room S211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Speaker/ Step
Study/ Discussion

8:30 A.M.

Sharon V. (210) 863-3338

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/ Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Lenora (210) 287-5292

Church of Reconciliation Alban Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Monthly
Step Study

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Barbara (210) 508-8727

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

2320 Lane St.

Have an idea for The Swan/El Cisne? Want to contribute content for an upcoming issue?
Contact co-editors:

Alice at playswithwordz@gmail.com

Carrie at oacarrie@gmail.com

